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LITHUANIAN NUMISMATICS INCLUDED IN

“The Numismatist”
Lithuanian numismatics was included in two

examples in the article “Find A Numismatic Grave,”

published in the October, 2006 issue of The Numismatist,

the official magazine of the American Numismatic

Association.

Written by Frank Passic, the article focuses on the

www.findagrave.com website, and how collectors can post

numismatic burials on the popular website. The article

appears on pages 40 through 47.

Under the suggestion of posting burials related to

one’s numismatic specialty, one Lithuanian example

featured President Antanas Smetona who is interred in

Ohio. Illustrated was the 1938 10 litq silver coin, and the

rare unissued 1938 10 litq banknote, as well as a

photograph of this prominent Lithuanian leader of the

early 20th century.
Photographs

of coins and

notes depicting

Antanas Smetona

reflect his two

terms as presi-

dent of Lithuania,

from 1919-20

and 1926-40.

The other example featured Dr. Aleksandras

Rackus, as an example of remembering prominent or

famous numismatists of years past. The illustrations

included his portrait, as well as his tombstone photo.

Earlier in the article, Victor David Brenner, the

designer of the U.S. Lincoln Cent who was born and

raised in Siauliai, Lithuania, is also featured.

This high-quality magazine is sent to all 25,000

ANA members. We suggest our LNA members obtain

a copy of the October issue for their Lithuanian

numismatic library (the price is $5). Contact the

American Numismatic Association, 818 N. Cascade

Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. E-mail:

magazine @money.org. Phone: 1-800-514-2646.

BELOW: Illustrations from page 46 of the article, featuring

President Antanas Smetona.
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85th Anniversary Commemorative
Lithuanian Border Police Medal

By Henry L. Gaidis

On February 1, 1920, the Lithuanian Army formed a separate Border Regiment

(Pasienio Pulkas) with the mission of protecting the borders of the newly reestablished

state. During the ensuing few years, the number of border defense regiments

increased. A separate Klaipeda District Border Unit was formed on June 18, 1923 to

defend the newly acquired coastal region. By an Act of Parliament, the Lithuanian

military border regiments were disbanded on January 1, 1924 and replaced with a

'Border Police' force under the command of the Minister of the Interior. Although its

responsibilities were extensive, the 'Border Police' consisted of well under 2,000 police

officers.

In 1940, the Russians disbanded the 'Border Police' after they occupied Lithuania.

Several border policemen were arrested and executed. A Lithuanian border defense

service was not reestablished during the subsequent 1941 German Nazi occupation.

But, after the return of the Russians in 1944, a number of former border policemen

fought and died for Lithuania's freedom during the post-WWII Lithuanian Partisan War
(1944-1956). During post-WWII Russian occupation, the function of the Lithuanian

border defense service ceased to exist.

After the March 11, 1990 Declaration of the Reestablishment of an Independent

Republic of Lithuanian, the Lithuanian Parliament moved quickly to establish a border

defense service. By an April 3, 1990 Act of the Lithuanian Parliament, the Council of

Ministers was assigned the task of establishing a Department of Defense, which was to

also include a force for border defense and control. On October 15, 1990, the

Department of Defense began recruiting men for the nation's 'Border Defense Service'

(Pasienio Apsaugos Tarnyba). The new service was assigned the task of forming a

viable unit capable of manning some 64 boarder check points and protecting the

nation from foreign enemies. At that time, the Russian Soviet Army was still occupying

Lithuania and it unleashed a campaign of terror and oppression against Lithuania.

Members of the Russian special forces (OMON), Russian paratroopers and

collaborators attacked and destroyed boarder check points and beat unarmed

Lithuanian border guards.

On May 19, 1991, Gintaras Zagunis, an officer at the Krakunai border check point

was murdered in the line of duty. On July 31, 1991, the Medininkai border station

was attacked by Russian OMON personnel and seven border guards were murdered,

they were: Mindaugas Balavakas and Algimantas Juozakas (officers of the Special Aras

Division); Juozas Janonis and Algirdas Kazlauskas (Highway Police Officers); and

Antanas Musteikis, Stanislovas Orlavicius, Ricardas Rabavicius (Customs Officers) and

Customs Officer Tomas Sernas was severly wounded. All were first disarmed and then

shot in the head execution style. Each was posthumously awarded the 'Cross of Vytis

(continued on pag 4
’ ***
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EARLY LITHUANIAN IMMIGRANTS

Although Lithuanians came to these

shores almost from the start of European

colonization, it was not till the 1870 that

they began to arrive en mass. Lithuanian

immigrants of the 1700th and 1800th

centuries, the 1830's and the 1860's

generally came here as political refugees.

But the immigrants from the 1870's came

here to find work and earn a better life for

themselves and their children. At the

time Lithuania was under Czarist Russian

occupation and legal economic advance-

ment was very limited, a situation typical

of any Russian "system" regardless if its

czarist, communist or whatever their

current government can be labeled. From

the 1870's to just before the start of

WWI, over half a million Lithuanians

emmigrated to the United States. They

came here to work in the coal mines of

Pennsylvania, the meat packing houses of

Chicago, the farms of Michigan, and the

factories of East Coast, etc. Every where

they settled, they worked hard, saved

their money, and built churches and

community halls for themselves and their

children. As they established themselves,

their children went on to higher

education. Some of them went on to

become doctors, lawyers, career military

officers, bankers as well as entrepreneurs.

They sent some of their savings back to

their relatives Lithuania. How much

went back to Lithuania is hard to

determine, but sporatic data indicates the

return to the homeland was substantial.

For example, there is information that in

1911 over 1.5 million US dollars were

sent to Lithuania.

AND THEIR MONEY
Aleksandras Radzius

One numismatic legacy of these

energetic Lithuanian immigrants are the

social club tokens. Some of these had

been research and presented in 'The

Knight' by our Editor, Frank Passic.

Another legacy are membership medals of

their mutuals aid societies and medals

commemorating notable events.

Yet, I wondered how much did these

Lithuanian immigrants earn at the jobs for

which they left their homeland and risked

the perilous journey across the ocean. I

wondered what the nickels, quarters and

dollar bills looked like with which they

saved up enough to build, with the Poles,

St. Casimir's Church and later, indepen-

dently, St. Georges Church in Shenan-

doah, PA. Luckily, I stumbled upon a

book 1

at the Baltimore National Library

from which I learned of the salaries paid.

From standard reference books 2 3 4
I was

able to compile the Federal currency that

was current from the 1870's to the start

of WWI. Below are the results.

In the table of Lithuania immigrant's

earnings, the 'bold' numbers the figures

cited in the reference
1 and the 'plain

numbers are derived and rounded-off.

For these data to be fully appreciated,

they should be placed in perspective, i.e.

what did one dollar buy then. Personally,

I've found that the price of items

necessary for daily sustenance are the best

indicator of the period buying power of

any currency as well as the best gage of

the adequacy of workers' compensation.

Thus, we need a table of period prices of

items such as a dozen eggs, a loaf of

bread, a pound of beef or pork, a quart of

Continued next page...
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milk, a bottle of beer, etc.

Though the buying power of a dollar a

hundred years ago was markedly greater

than it is today, even today, few of us

carry notes larger than $20 and most of

our daily purchases are handled with

coins and bills under $20. Thus, I am

illustrating coins and banknotes which

these Lithuanian immigrants would have

received in salary and which they might

have generally carried in their pockets.

Though my Lithuanian coin and

banknote collection is respectable, it is far

from being as comprehensive as I would

like it to be. Nonetheless, I find I will

have to expand my horizon and begin

collecting U.S. coins and notes from the

1870's to the start of WWI, since these

were the coins and notes handled by our

early Lithuanian immigrants. The more I

learn about them, the more I respect

their, their childrens' and grandchildrens'

contribution not only to the growth of

the United States, but also to the rebirth

and sustenance of the Lithuanian nation

and state - EVEN TO THIS DAY!

1 . Liulevicius, Vincentas. Amerikos Lietuvip

Kulturiniai Laimejimai (The Cultural

Achievements of Lithuanian-Americans).

Pedagoginis Lituanistikos Institutas, Chicago, IL,

1971.

2. Friedberg, Robert. Papermoney of the United

States, 5th Edition. The Coin and Currency

Institute, Inc. New York, NY, 1964.

3. Yeoman, R.S. A Guide of United States Coins,

27th Edition, 1974. Western Publishing

Company, Inc. Racine, Wl, 1973.

4. Harper, David C. (Ed.). 2001 North American

Coins & Prices, 10th Edition. Krause

Publications, lola, Wl, 2000.

about the 1880's per hour per 10 hr day
|

per 6 day work wk per month per year

New Pennsylvania coal miner 12.50-20® $1 ,25-$2 .00 $7.50-$1 2.00 $32-$60 $390-$624

Experienced coal miner 29®-38® $2.88- $ 3_. 8 3 _ $'I7.30 1$_23_0_0__ $7_5j$1_00_ $90_0_-$1_,200

Milk industry in Chicago 200-22® $2.00-$2.20 $1 2.00-$1 3.20 $32-$57 $624-$686

Auto or metal worker 1 7.50-60® $1 .75-S6.00 $14.1 0-$36.00 $6 1 -$ 1 56 $733-$1 ,872

50® $3.00 $13 $ 1 56

average pay 200-23® $2.00-$2.33 $1 2.00-$1 4.00 $32-$60 $624-$728

very good pay

about 1905

3 0 0 $3.00 $1 8.00 $78 $936

office worker 3 3 0 $3.33 about $20 $87 $1 ,040

male factory laborer 16.7® $1 .67 about $10 $43.30 $520

female factory worker 1 00 $1 .00 about $6 $33 $312

child factory worker 5.8® $0.58 about $3.50 $15.17 $182

Ave. male head of household 1 8® $1 .76 $1 0.58 $45.83 about $550

Average family expences 25® $2.47 $14.81 •$64.17 about $770

Examples of salaries paid workers from the end of the 1 800's to the beginning of WWI.

Below are U.S. coins and legal tender banknotes in common circulation from the end of the 1 800 s to

the beginning of WWI. These were the monies early Lithuanian immigrants would have received in

salary and would have used to pay for items of daily necessity.

1860-1909 1909-1958 1864-1873

A.
>•

1859-1873

1865-1889
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1866-1873
1867-1883 1883-1913

1892-1916
£S?S

1875-1877 1866-1891 1892-1916

1840-1873 1878-1921
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Series

1874

1875

1878

1880

1917

Continued next page.
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Series

1 875

1 878

1880
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Lithuanian Border Police Medal (continued from page 2)

uni the 'January 13th' medal tor service to the nation. Although no additional

murders occurred, the Russians continued their campaign of terror against Lithuanian

border guards, and ended this campaign only after the August 23, 1991 Communist

inspired coupe in Moscow had failed.

On August 6, 1992, the Lithuanian Defense Ministry reorganized the 'Border

Defense Service' and renamed it the 'State Border Defense Service' (Valstybes Sienos

Apsaugos Tarnyba). The officers and guards of this service continued to perform their

security duties in a distinguished manner and supervised the departure of the Russian

Army, with the last Russian soldier leaving Lithuania on August 31, 1993.

On July 18, 1994, by Parliamentary decree, the command of the 'State Border

Defense Service' was transferred from the Ministry of Defense to the Ministry of the

Interior and renamed the 'Border Police Department' (Pasienio Policijos

Departmentas). With the transfer of its command from the Ministry of Defense to the

Ministry of the Interior, the Lithuanian border forces returned to their pre-World War

II chain of command. On April 1, 1997 its units were organized into seven border

police districts and a special district was formed for the security and protection of the

Ignalina nuclear power plant.

On February 22, 2001, after a great number of laws had been passed regulating

importation and exportation, the border service was designated the 'State Border
“

Defense Service' (Valstybes Pasienio Apsaugos Tarnyba).

To commemorate the 85th Anniversary of the establishment of the first Lithuanian

border defense service, the 'Lithuanian Border Regiments', the Lithuanian 'State Border

Defense Service' authorized a two inch diameter, gold plated commemorative table

medal. On the obverse is a traditional boarder post with the Lithuanian coat of arms,

the Vytis, and the Lithuanian tri-colors at a diagonal. Beneath the boarder post is an

outline of the map of the Republic of Lithuania where 'Valstybes Sienos Apsaugai 85

(85 for State Border Defense). Above the outline map are twelve stars in a circle

signifying Lithuania's membership in the European Union. On the reverse is a list of

the various names for the border defense forces and the dates of each designation.

Under the list of names and dates is an oak branch with a single acorn, with the date

the medal was issued, '2005', at the bottom.

Today, tbe Lithuanian 'State Border Defense Service' continues to provide security

and police protection at the nation's borders.



Various Border Police/Guard

Patches.
POLICIJA



LITHUANIAN COINS FOR SALE

Lithuanian Coin Set 2003.

Lietuvos monetu rinkinys

5. 2, and 1 litas; 50. 20. and 10 centu

S35 #946

1 Litas Available are.

Size. 135x65 mm
With original signature

of the designer,

1 Litas

Posters

Giedrius Jonaitis. 40 banknotes

Limited auantitv! on a poster.

$100 #611
Framed with

j

glass

j $185

1 Ul Not framed

1 •.VOfKA
$75

Lietuvos monetu rinkinys

5, 2, and 1 litas; 50, 20, and 10 centu

$25 #1040

GREAT GIFT IDEA

fruccntju* hnn.imkw

Monctos ir Jctonai

I-ictuvos scnkapiuosc

1387-1K50

Coins and counters in the

graveyards of I ithuania

1387-1850

Coins and
Counters

in the Grave-

yards

of Lithuania

1387-1850.

Lists over 200

graveyards and

coins and

counters. Vilnius,

2001. 225 pages.

In Lithuanian.

$28 #113

Lithuania in

Medals.

16th-20th

centuries.

Portraits of

sovereigns and

knights, medals

dedicated to

various

societies, church

medals and

much more.

1998. 221 p.

$55 #110 RARE!

For Merits to Lithuania II.

List of

Lithuanian and

foreign citizens

awarded by

orders and

medals of

Lithuania

1918-1940.

By Vilius

Kavahauskas.

Vilnius, 2003.

711 pages.

$95 #111

Lietuvos ordinai, medaliai ir zenkleliai

1918-1940.

Lithuanian

Orders,

Medals, Pins

1918-1940.

By Algimantas

Astikas.

Published by

Mintis, Vilnius,

1993. In

Lithuanian.

397 pages.

$35 #332

Coins of

Lithuania

1386-1707.

By Eugenijus

Ivanauskas

and Robert J.

Douchis.

Published by

Savastis,

Vilnius-

Columbia,

In English

pages.

1999

271

CO py '$57.50 #114

For Merits to Lithuania.

Orders and Medals of the Republic of

Lithuania 1918-1940.

By Vilius

Kavaliauskas.

Vilnius, 2001

505 pages.

Lithuanian and

English

descriptions of

Lithuanian

orders and

medals and their

famous
recipients.

$95 #111

Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture

Gift Shop, 6500 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago,

IL 60629. (773) 582-6500. E-mail:

iiiftshop@lithuanianmuseum.org.

NOTE: The Museum Gift Shop also has 1 copy of

Jonas Karys out-of-print 1953 book

Ncpriklausomos Lietuvos Pinigai” for sale.

THE KNIGHT, Volume 29, No. 2, Issue #153.

November-December 2006. The official publication of the

Lithuanian Numismatic Association. Aleksandras Radzius,

Baltimore, MD, DIRECTOR. Frank Passic, Albion,

Michigan, EDITOR.

Subscription/membership to Volume 29 (5 issues)

a donation of $25 or more. Write: Alex Radzius,

Lithuanian Numismatic Association, P.O. Box 22696.

Baltimore, MD 21203. E-mail: Lithnumis@hotmail.com

EDITOR’S ADDRESS: Frank Passic, 900 S. Eaton

St., Albion, MI 49224. Albionfp@hotmail.com

FOR BACK ISSUES: Write: Sarunas Mingela.

46707 Stratford Court, Northville, MI 48167. The LNA is

a member of the American Numismatic Association

C- 117903.


